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Figure 1: We propose an optimization-based approach to automatically adapt MR layouts between different environments.
Here, SemanticAdapt adapts the user-created layout from an office (layout 1) to a conference room (layout 2), and then to a
bedroom (layout 3). Semantic associations (purple) between virtual interface elements and physical objects are considered for
the adaptation. SemanticAdapt places the PDF reader (red) consistently in close proximity with physical objects (green) related
to paper or reading for different environments. Users may optionally adjust element placements and semantic connections.
These changes are taken into account in the following adaptations.

ABSTRACT
We present an optimization-based approach that automatically
adapts Mixed Reality (MR) interfaces to different physical envi-
ronments. Current MR layouts, including the position and scale of
virtual interface elements, need to be manually adapted by users
∗This work was done while Yifei Cheng was an intern at Tsinghua University.
†The corresponding author.
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whenever they move between environments, and whenever they
switch tasks. This process is tedious and time consuming, and ar-
guably needs to be automated for MR systems to be beneficial for
end users. We contribute an approach that formulates this challenge
as a combinatorial optimization problem and automatically decides
the placement of virtual interface elements in new environments.
To achieve this, we exploit the semantic association between the
virtual interface elements and physical objects in an environment.
Our optimization furthermore considers the utility of elements for
users’ current task, layout factors, and spatio-temporal consistency
to previous layouts. All those factors are combined in a single linear
program, which is used to adapt the layout of MR interfaces in real
time. We demonstrate a set of application scenarios, showcasing
the versatility and applicability of our approach. Finally, we show
that compared to a naive adaptive baseline approach that does not
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take semantic associations into account, our approach decreased
the number of manual interface adaptations by 33%.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mixed Reality (MR) interfaces hold the promise to provide efficient
and flexible access to digital information, embedded in the physical
world. The ability to arrange virtual interface elements freely in
space has the potential to facilitate both productivity and casual
interactions, and enable personalized digital spaces beyond what is
possible with current desktop computers.

Consider the following scenario: a researcher surveys papers
in their office wearing a MR headset. Virtual interface elements
such as documents, figures, videos and 3D data visualizations, as
well as shortcut icons to commodity applications (e. g. calendar) are
arranged to form a workspace. The workspace integrates well into
their current physical environment, i. e. an office with a desk, laptop,
photos, books, decoration and a large coffee mug. The researcher
has carefully laid out the items based on their own preference to
achieve high efficiency and comfort. Moving to a different envi-
ronment (e. g. a coffee shop) to work on the same task, however,
breaks this layout. The researcher has to manually re-arrange the
layout to fit the new physical environment. This process is time con-
suming and tedious, particularly considering that this adaptation
needs to occur every time the researcher changes their environ-
ment. We argue that for any MR interface to be useful, it must adapt
automatically to such changes.

Current research tackles this challenge through approaches that
adapt MR layouts based on user behavior [14], visibility and oc-
clusion of virtual interface elements (e. g. [2, 3, 20]) or geometric
features of the environment [18]. Other approaches take users’ state
such as cognitive load [32] or gaze patterns [19] into account. None
of these approaches, however, considers a tight semantic connec-
tion between the virtual interface elements and the physical world
for MR layout adaptation. A virtual calendar application, for exam-
ple, can always be anchored to time-related physical objects (e. g.
a clock). We argue that such semantic associations are a key factor
to keeping MR layouts consistent across multiple environments,
enabling users to exploit their spatial memory and to increase the
predictability of MR layouts. We aim at incorporating this consis-
tency for the successful automatic adaptation of MR interfaces.

We contribute an novel approach to automatically adapt
MR layouts to users’ environments, called SemanticAdapt. Our

optimization-based approach first considers a set of factors for in-
dividual element placements: 1) the semantic associations between
virtual interface elements and physical objects, 2) utility of the vir-
tual interface elements with respect to a task, and 3) compatibility
between virtual elements and the spatial properties of potential
placement locations. We additionally optimize for the overall layout
arrangement including 4) layout appearance, 5) spatio-temporal
consistency, and 6) occlusion avoidance. We contribute a novel
formulation that solves the problem of interface adaptation as a
single constrained optimization problem, in contrast to previous
approaches that relied on the combination of multiple methods (e. g.
[32]).

The inputs for our approach are a specification of the current
environment, including usable space and existing physical objects,
and the user’s current task and its accompanying virtual interface
elements. We compute the semantic connections between physi-
cal objects and virtual interface elements using a lexical database
(WordNet [35]). Our approach additionally considers historic data
of previous layouts in different environments. Based on the input,
our approach decides on the placement of the virtual elements us-
ing integer programming. We allow users to fine-tune the layout,
and alter semantic connections explicitly, which is leveraged as
objectives and constraints in the optimization. Our approach runs
at interactive rates, and we envision it to be executed whenever
users change their environment or task.

To inform the design of our optimization-based approach, we
first conducted a formative study. Twelve participants were asked to
manually design MR layouts for different tasks and environments.
Results indicate the importance of semantic connections, and re-
vealed a set of layout behaviors, which are taken into account by
our approach. We then detail our approach, including a constrained
optimization problem formulation. To evaluate the efficacy of our
approach, we compare our approach with a baseline method. The
baseline adapts a MR layout to fit the usable space of a new environ-
ment, but does not consider semantic connections. Results indicate
that our approach requires 33 % fewer manual adaptations by users
and the generated layouts were perceived to be significantly more
suitable for the physical environments. Finally, we detail a set of
scenarios, showcasing the applicability of our approach. We release
the SemanticAdapt source code for academic research.1

In summary, we make the following contributions.
• We present SemanticAdapt, a real-time optimization-based
MR layout adaptation algorithm that leverages the semantic
associations between virtual interface elements and physical
objects.

• We explore user considerations and strategies for designing
and adaptingMR layouts in different environments through a
formative user study, informing the design of SemanticAdapt
and other automatic adaptation methods.

• We compare SemanticAdapt with a baseline method in a lay-
out adaptation task in two typical usage scenarios in different
environments. Results show that our approach decreases the
number of manual adaptations by 33 % and was preferred
by users.

1https://github.com/ycheng14799/SemanticAdapt
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2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Adaptive Mixed Reality Interface
In contrast to screen-based devices, where interface elements are
bound to self-contained 2D surfaces, MR interfaces are uncon-
strained, often embedded into users’ environments, and therefore
inherently context sensitive (cf. Lindlbauer et al. [32]). While the
unrestricted nature of MR interfaces is powerful, it is difficult to
determine how the interface should be displayed in changing usage
contexts (cf. Azuma et al. [1]). A variety of works approached this
challenge by casting it as a view management and label placement
problem. Azuma and Furmanski [2], for example, contributed la-
beling placement strategies based on various clustering techniques.
This was later extended by Gebhardt et al. [19], who adapted the vis-
ibility of virtual labels by employing reinforcement learning. Julier
et al. [28] used filtering to selectively display information to avoid
overwhelming users. Bell et al. [3] proposed to track real entities
to prevent occlusions between interface elements and the environ-
ment. In this context, DiVerdi et al. [9] proposed the concept of level
of detail interfaces, which present different amounts of information
to users. All these works are concerned with visibility and occlu-
sion, whereas our work is concerned with the connection between
the virtual interface elements and the physical environments.

More recent works proposed taking additional information of
the environment geometry and user state into consideration. For
instance, Grasset et al. [20] presented an image-based approach
that takes into consideration the presence of edges and the visu-
ally salient regions of the environment. Gal et al.’s system [18]
decided on virtual content placements based on the scene geom-
etry. Tahara et al. [49] defined a scene graph to record the spatial
relationship between the virtual content and the physical objects,
and ensured it is consistent when the user moved to other envi-
ronments. Fender et al. leveraged recordings of user behavior to
determine the optimal position of displays (HeatSpace [15]) and
projected elements (OptiSpace [14]). Grubert et al. [21] argued for
the importance of context-awareness of AR in an industrial applica-
tion context. The approach by Lindlbauer et al. [32] decided on the
type of placement (world- or view- anchored) and level of detail
of virtual content using a mix of rule-based decision making and
combinatorial optimization, distinctly taking into consideration the
user’s cognitive load.

In our work, we similarly are concerned with the display of vir-
tual interface elements in a physical environment. We work on the
specific problem of retargeting world-embedded MR layouts from
one environment to another. Our approach adapts the position and
orientation of virtual elements within new environments. We dis-
tinguish our work with our focus on semantic associations between
virtual interface elements and environment objects. Factors such as
cognitive load estimation [32] or user behavior [14, 15] could read-
ily be integrated in our optimization scheme. In this work, however,
we focus on highlighting and exploring the benefits of considering
semantic associations for adapting MR layouts.

2.2 Optimization-based UI design
This work is based on prior research on automating UI generation.
We apply established methods, specifically combinatorial optimiza-
tion (see e. g. Oulasvirta et al. [39] and Feit [13] for overviews), but

contribute a formulation that is unique to adding virtual-physical
connections to MR layout generation. Gajos et al. [17], for example,
used branch-and-bound optimization to generate interface ren-
ditions that meet device constraints and minimized user effort.
Karrenbauer and Oulasvirta [29] used integer programming to op-
timize keyboard layouts. Dayama et al. [8], O’Donovan et al. [38],
and Todi et al. [50] leveraged optimization as a means to support
users in the design process. Park et al. [40] presented a method
to generate distributed user interfaces based on factors like de-
vice characteristics and user roles. Our work uses the technique
of integer programming for MR layout adaptation based on sev-
eral considerations such as the utility of interface elements drawn
from this body of work. Different from previous approaches such
as Lindlbauer et al. [32] that require a combination of multiple
methods (e. g. rule-based systems and combinatorial optimization),
we contribute a novel formulation that solves layout adaptation
using combinatorial optimization only. In contrast to Lindlbauer
et al.’s [32] three-stage optimization approach, our approach relies
on a single global optimization. Our consideration is that involving
multiple stages may encode biases and constraints into the search
space, hence running the risk of getting locally optimal results.
For instance, in Lindlbauer et al. [32], if a virtual element is set as
view-anchored (a stage 1 decision), it is constrained to a low level
of detail (a stage 2 decision). Highly relevant virtual elements might
therefore not be displayed with all necessary information due to
early-stage decisions. In our approach, all decisions are made si-
multaneously. This arguably enables more flexible traversals of the
search space. Our approach is also more scaleable as sub-objectives
can easily be added and adjusted in weighting.

2.3 Environment-aware MR
SemanticAdapt is based on the observation that there exists a strong
semantic connection between virtual interface elements and physi-
cal objects. To enable this approach, our implementation and future
renditions rely on 3D reconstruction and semantic segmentation of
environments. Commercial tools, like Canvas [37] or Polycam [25]
on the iPhone 12 Pro and theMicrosoft Hololens, as well as research
like KinectFusion [26] and DepthLab [10], have significantly low-
ered the barrier of entry to accessing environmental geometry data.
Likewise, substantial research on object detection and semantic
segmentation (e. g. Redmon et al. [42], Duan et al. [11], Valentin
et al. [51], Song et al. [46]) has enabled applications to obtain a
semantic understanding of the user’s physical surroundings.

Substantial work in VR leverage environment geometry data
to generate custom virtual environments [48]. Both Shapira et al.
[44] and Sra et al.’s [47, 48], for example, use depth information
to pair physical objects and virtual counterparts to achieve more
immersive VR experiences. Cheng et al. [7] used such mapping for
redirected walking in unknown environments. Rather than gener-
ating virtual environments, Lindlbauer and Wilson [34] leveraged
3D reconstructions to enable manipulations to the physical envi-
ronment usually only available to virtual contexts. In AR contexts,
the environment geometry is often used for perspective-corrected
renderings [14, 27, 33, 41, 43] and anchoring virtual elements [36].
Leveraging geometric information about the environment, Fender
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and Müller [16] identify the state of the room and adapt the virtual
content accordingly.

Several works additionally analyze the affordance of physical ob-
jects in the environment. Hettiarachchi and Wigdor [24] presented
a system that opportunistically annexes physical objects to provide
haptic sensations for virtual objects. Lin et al. [31] employed an
object detection model to overlay virtual proxies to physical objects
with similar affordances (e. g. a virtual tree stump to a physical
chair). Pejsa et al. [41] similarly leveraged labeled physical object
affordances to place remote avatars. Our work focuses on lever-
aging information on the semantic associations between virtual
elements and physical objects to support MR layout adaptation
across different environments.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY: USER-DESIGNED MR
LAYOUTS

We conducted a formative study to characterize user considera-
tions and strategies for designing and adapting MR layouts. Twelve
Participants manually generated and adapted the layout of virtual
interface elements in different environments. Based on the observa-
tions and participants’ feedback, we present a set of requirements
for automatically adapting MR layouts, which we employ in the
optimization scheme.

3.1 Tasks
Participants first created the layout of a set of virtual interface ele-
ments for one environment, and then adapted the layout for another
environment. This procedure was repeated twice for two scenarios,
i. e. once per scenario. Participants could adjust the virtual interface
elements using standard select, rotate, translate, and scale controls.
Before the initial generation of the layout, the virtual interface
elements were placed in a randomized grid beside participants.

3.2 Scenarios, environments and virtual
interface elements

Participants performed the experiment tasks (create and adapt) for
two different scenarios, productivity and leisure. The scenarios were
chosen since they are typical for MR usage, as discussed in previ-
ous work [19, 32]. For productivity, participants were instructed to
imagine themselves as a graduate student surveying papers for a
given topic. For leisure, participants were instructed to consume
online information such as news while chatting with a peer. This
scenario represents a separate class of casual daily activities, where
efficiency may not be the first priority.

For productivity, we tested two environments with participants
sitting in front of a desk either in a bedroom (P1) or an open office
(P2). For leisure, participants were sitting on a sofa in the living
room (L1) or on a chair in a coffee shop (L2). The four environ-
ments (shown in Figure 2) differed in their visual complexity, social
setting and available space. Presentation of the scenarios and the
environments was counterbalanced.

For each scenario, participants were asked to work with a dif-
ferent set of virtual interface elements, representing typical appli-
cations used in the corresponding activities. They were designed
as either 2D panels or 3D visualizations or models, as shown in

Figure 2: From top to bottom: environments P1, P2, L1,
L2 where participants were tasked with either creating or
adapting MR layouts in the formative study.

Figure 3. Productivity contained virtual interface elements for web-
sites, documents, images, as well as several 3D visualizations and a
3D model. Leisure contained 2D panels for news feeds, shopping,
social media, and a calendar, and 3D widgets for weather and time.
Participants determined the placement of these elements with the
expectation to interact with them, but they did not actually perform
the interaction during the experiment.

3.3 Participants and apparatus
We invited twelve participants from a local university (7 male, 5
female; age:M = 22.25, SD = 1.33). All had prior experience with
using AR and VR devices withM = 4.58, SD = 0.99 on a scale from
1 (not at all familiar) to 7 (extremely familiar). The experimental ap-
plication was developed in Unity 2019 for the Oculus Quest headset.
The environments were shown in VR as 3D scans captured using
an iPhone 12 (Canvas [37]). This decision was made to enable a
larger field of view and no lag between a camera and the headset,
and to increase internal validity of the experiments since the envi-
ronments were unchanged between participants. Participants could
arrange the layout using Oculus Touch controllers. All sessions
were video recorded using SideQuest [45].

3.4 Procedure
After completing the consent form and demographic questionnaire,
participants performed a training session to get familiar with the
layout controls. The experimenter then introduced the first scenario
and environment, and participants started to generate the layout.
Participants were instructed to create a world-embedded MR layout
that can facilitate the scenario. Once they confirmed the layout met
this requirement, they were virtually moved into the second envi-
ronment, and were tasked with adapting their previous layout to
the new space. Participants could view a snapshot of their previous
layout by pushing a controller button. This "create-adapt" procedure
was performed for both scenarios. During the task, participants
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Figure 3: Sets of virtual interface elements that participants
were tasked with placing into a layout in the Productivity
and Leisure scenarios in the formative study.

were asked to follow a think-aloud protocol, which was fostered
by the experimenter. After completion of all tasks, we conducted
a semi-structured interview on (1) motivations and strategies for
element placements, (2) perceived environmental factors for place-
ment decisions, and (3) influence of the previous layout on layout
adaptation.

3.5 Results
Based on the notes and the participant think-aloud comments, two
authors coded the data into 576 segments of individual element
placements. We then synthesized a framework describing how par-
ticipants create and adapt MR layouts for different environments.
We specifically focused on identifying potential factors and re-
quirements that should be considered in an MR layout adaptation
pipeline.

3.5.1 Overview. Participants typically first performed a spatial seg-
mentation of the environment - checking for space that is available
for element placements. They then completed two parallel subtasks:
(1) searching for the ideal placement for each individual element
and (2) optimizing the entire layout. For the first subtask, they con-
sidered the following aspects: semantic associations between virtual
elements and physical objects, the utility of each virtual element
for their current task, and compatibility between virtual elements
and the spatial properties of potential placement locations. For the
second subtask, they took into account the layout appearance, con-
sistency between their original and adapted layouts, and ensuring
the entire layout to be visible.

3.5.2 Spatial segmentation. Participants typically segmented the
environment into areas that they consider appropriate for placing
virtual interface element. Besides the size of the physical space,
participants (N=9) considered the presence of other people and the
typical usage of the space (N=3) as factors. Participants tended to
avoid occupying space belonging to other people. They additionally
matched the typical usage of the spaces with the virtual element.
For example, two participants stated that they avoided placing
productivity-related elements on top of the bed, because the space
usually signifies a function of rest (P7, P11). Additionally, in a
public environment such as the coffee shop, participants were more
conscious of the amount of space their layout occupied (N=7) and
felt inclined to place private elements (e. g. messengers) in secluded
locations.

3.5.3 Semantic associations. Participants exhibited three place-
ment strategies that consider the relationship between a virtual
interface element and the environment (Figure 4). We refer to the
strategies as anchor, avoid, replicate.

• Anchor. Physical surfaces (e. g. walls, tables, monitors)
were frequently used anchors for the placement of elements
(N=11). Additionally, participants ”connected” virtual and
physical object with direct semantic relation (N=9), such as
a virtual time widget to a physical clock (P2) or a virtual
paper to a physical notebook (P8). Lastly, participants often
anchored the whole layout around a primary physical object
(N=9), such as physical display (office) (N=10) or TV (living
room) (N=7). While there was no direct relation in terms of
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Figure 4: Examples of participant placements influenced by
semantic associations. (1) presents two examples of anchor-
ing. The left image under (1) highlights the usage of a lap-
top computer as a generic anchor. The right image under (1)
shows the placement of a kitchen utensils shopping applica-
tion next to a physical coffee cup as a semantic anchor. (2) is
an example of avoidance. The user specifically distances the
virtual interface elements from their colleague. (3) shows an
instance of the replicate behaviour. The user places a virtual
time widget where they expect a physical clock to be other-
wise located.

content, this generic physical anchor object was often core
to participants’ MR layout.

• Avoid. Participants consistently avoided any intersection
between virtual elements and physical objects (N=12), as well
as placing virtual elements between themselves and other
people in the environment (N=9). Participants also avoided
cluttered physical backgrounds due to visibility concerns
(N=7).

• Replicate. Virtual elements were used to replicate or replace
absent physical objects (N=8). This included a chat window
that was placed on a sofa to serve as stand-in for a peer
sitting next to them (P12), or the weather widget placed high
up in the environment, replicating the sun (P3).

3.5.4 Utility considerations. A key factor users considered in de-
termining the placement of virtual interface elements was their
"relevance" (N=8) or "expected frequency of use" (N=7) with respect
to the current task. We use the term utility to represent this consid-
eration. Participants generally agreed that higher utility elements
should be placed in more accessible positions: within reach (e. g.

P10: "if a virtual element is more relevant [to my current task], I
would prefer it closer to me") and within sight (e. g. P1: "elements
that are important should just be placed in front of me").

3.5.5 Interaction requirement considerations. Users listed two task-
independent characteristics of virtual elements that must be con-
sidered. These characteristics reflect how each element is typically
interacted with. Firstly, they specified that visibility was more im-
portant for some elements than others (N=5). For example, text-
heavy elements may need to be placed closer to participants out to
concerns of text legibility. Secondly, they considered whether an
element requires frequent touch interaction (N=6). In particular, par-
ticipants preferred the placement of 3D models and visualizations
in open spaces to enable convenient navigation around them.

3.5.6 Layout considerations. Participants generally preferred struc-
tured layouts, and arranged virtual interface elements into rows and
columns. A special case we observed was that one participant (P9)
dedicated a surface as container, and arbitrarily placed elements in
it without inherent meaning. This indicates that while in general,
suggesting structured layouts is valuable, users should retain the
freedom to arrange virtual elements freely.

We furthermore observed participants forming spatial groupings
of virtual elements based on four factors: (1) content similarity
(e. g. paper and a related figure), (2) type (3D elements vs. planar
elements), (3) relevance to the current task, and (4) interaction
requirements. We found one prominently repeated grouping based
on legacy bias - participants had a tendency of grouping the time
andweather widgets together because the two pieces of information
are often displayed together on smartphones. Our approach takes
those factors as user preference into account.

3.5.7 Historic data. Participants were strongly influenced by prior
layouts they had created for different environments. Several partic-
ipants explicitly stated that consistency with their previous design
was a goal they optimized for, and especially prioritized virtual in-
terface elements with high utility. They reasoned that some personal
habits should be invariant to the environment. They also attrib-
uted their expectation for consistency to their prior experiences
with screen-based devices, where the UI layout rarely changes. To
achieve a level of consistency between their layouts in different en-
vironments, participants frequently tried to exploit environmental
similarities. For instance, participants would find physical anchors
that shared similar features to serve as primary anchors.

3.6 Adaptive MR requirements
Based on the results, we define the following requirements for MR
layout adaptation.

• R1: Spatial reflection of semantic associations. The pres-
ence of certain physical objects should influence the place-
ment of virtual interface elements. Elements and objects
which share semantic associations should be placed in close
proximity. Certain physical objects such as other people in
the space should be avoided.

• R2: Utility considerations. Elements of higher utility for
the current task should be assigned to more accessible posi-
tions.
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• R3: Interaction requirements. The characteristics and us-
age requirements of virtual interface elements should be con-
sidered for the layout: dimensionality, legibility, and touch
interaction requirements.

• R4: Layout appearance. A structured arrangement of vir-
tual elements in rows or columns was appreciated, similar
to grid layouts in 2D interfaces [8].

• R5: Spatio-temporal consistency. Consistency between
the placements of virtual elements in input environment and
target environment should be maintained to enable spatial
memory.

• R6: Layout visibility. Occlusions between elements and
objects should be avoided.

4 SEMANTICADAPT
The computational problem of MR layout adaptation can be defined
as follows: given a set of virtual elements that were laid out by a user
in one environment (input environment) in a given usage scenario,
determine an placement for each element to support the user in the
same scenario in a different environment (target environment). We
propose an approach that adapts the placement of virtual elements
in a target environment by solving a linear program. In the following,
we detail the implementation with inputs, optimization scheme and
constraints, illustrated in Figure 5.

4.1 Inputs
Our model has two sources of inputs: element parameters, which
characterize the set of virtual elements, and environment parameters,
which describe the physical environment. All inputs are summa-
rized in Table 1.

4.1.1 Element parameters. Our model computes a set of properties
for each element e ∈ E. This includes each element’s semantic asso-
ciations, utility for a given task, and interaction requirements (e. g.
touch enabled). While some properties are currently defined manu-
ally by content creators, we believe that it is possible to determine
these parameters automatically in a data-driven manner. Finding a
valid source for this data, however, will be challenging and require
longitudinal deployment or investigating if transferring data from
other sources (e. g. smartphones) yields desired results.

Semantic parameters. To compute a layout that is semantically
compatible with the physical environment, we define a set of re-
lated semantic associations a+e (anchor semantic associations) and
a set of semantic associations to avoid a−e (avoidance semantic
associations) for each element. For example, we define the fol-
lowing related semantic associations for a weather application:
{sun, temperature, outdoors, rain}. We use the semantic associa-
tion lists a+,a−e e to determine element placements in relation to
environment objects.

Utility. Since the results of formative study indicate that an ele-
ment’s placement is highly dependent on its task-specific usefulness,
we define a utility value ue for each element, similar to prior work
[32, 40].

Table 1: Description of input parameters.

Element parameters

Parameter Description

E = (e1, ..., en )

Ne ∈ Z+

de ∈ {0, 1}
pe ∈ R3

se ∈ R3
+ae

−ae

ue ∈ [0, 1]
ve,vis ∈ [0, 1]
ve,touch ∈ [0,

ve,bд ∈ [0, 1]

Set of virtual interface elements to place in
the layout
Number of virtual elements in E
Whether element e is 2D or 3D
Position of element e in the input environ-
ment
Size of element e
Anchoring semantic associations of ele-
ment e
Avoidance semantic associations of ele-
ment e
Utility of element e for a given task
Visibility requirements of element e

1] Touch interaction requirements of element
e
Background complexity tolerance of ele-
ment e

Environment parameters
Parameter Description
O = (o1, ...,on )

No ∈ Z+

to
po ∈ R3

so ∈ R3

uo ∈ [0, 1]

C = (c1, ..., cn )

Nc ∈ Z+

dc ∈ {0, 1}
pc ∈ R3

sc ∈ R3

Set of considered physical objects in the
environment
Number of physical objects in O
Classification of environment object o
Position of physical object o
Size of physical object o
Whether object o is a good general anchor
for virtual elements
Set of potential containers to place virtual
interface elements
Number of containers in C
Whether container c is 2D or 3D
Position of container c in the input environ-
ment
Size of container c

Interaction requirement parameters. We define several variables
representing spatially-dependent interaction requirements. We con-
sider if an element needs to be visible for a given task, represented
as ve,vis , and whether touch interactions are required, denoted as
ve,touch . Our approach also considers whether an element’s legi-
bility is impacted negatively by visual background complexity (cf.
Laramee & Ware [30]), denoted as ve,bд . Additionally, the model
contains the dimensionality de (i. e. 2D or 3D), size se , and posi-
tion in the input environment pe of each virtual element. We use
dimensionality de and size se to constrain an element’s potential
placements, specifically preventing overlaps between elements and
the physical environment in generated layouts. We use the position
variable pe to optimize for spatio-temporal placement consistency
between the layouts of the input environment and the target envi-
ronment.
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Figure 5: Overview of the proposed approach.We propose a five-stage pipeline for adaptingMR layouts between environments:
(1) input - leverage knowledge of the environment and the virtual interface elements (2) feature preparation - from the input
environment and element set, extract relevant element and environment parameters. (3) optimization - formulate the problem
of placing virtual elements in the physical environment as a linear program; (4) element placement to form a layout; (5) user
adjustment - users can optionally adjust the element placements or the semantic associations inferred by the model.

Figure 6: SemanticAdapt extracts two types of information
from the environment to inform its placement of virtual in-
terface elements: physical objects O and potential element
placement containers C.

4.1.2 Environment Parameters. The model uses information of the
input environment and the target environment to determine the
placement of virtual elements. Each environment is described as a
set of physical objects O and a set of potential element placement
containers C , as illustrated in Figure 6.

For each object o ∈ O in an environment, the model contains
information about its type to (e. g. laptop, plant, etc.). This informa-
tion was labeled manually, taking one author around 3-5 minutes
per environment. This process could presumably be sped up with
more advanced interactions (e.g. with SemanticPaint’s brushing
functionality [51]) and complemented in the future with automated
approaches (e.g. Mask R-CNN [23]). Since the results of the forma-
tive study indicate that there are certain objects that participants
selected repeatedly as anchors, we additionally define an anchoring
utility uo for each object. This defines the extent to which an object
acts as a generic anchor for virtual elements, i. e. anchor without
semantic connection. Examples include a monitor on a desk or a
TV on the wall, which were participants’ focus points for a given
task. uo is currently manually defined based on the study results,
but could be automatically extracted from historic data, i. e. search-
ing for objects that ”attract” virtual elements without apparent
semantic connection.

Containers C are defined semi-automatically. We first manually
specify potential volumes and planar surfaces in the environment
where elements can be placed. The model then computes C by
subdividing the volumes and planar surfaces into voxels based on
the dimensions of the smallest virtual element, and then recursively
merging neighboring containers to identify additional placement
possibilities. For each container c ∈ C , the model computes its
dimensionality dc (i. e. 2D or 3D), size sc , and position pc .
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4.2 Optimization scheme
The core decision of the approach is how to assign virtual elements
e to potential containers c:

xe,c =
0 if e assigned to c
1 otherwise

(1)

{
After this decision, elements are centered in their assigned contain-
ers and oriented to either face the user or conform to the container
surface. We propose an objective with the following sub-objectives:
semantic agreement (S), utility (U ), element-container compatibil-
ity (Q), occlusion avoidance (V ), layout appearance (A), and spatio-
temporal consistency (T ).

S measures whether semantic associations are reflected spatially
in the layout (R1), U measures the utility of the overall layout
(R2), Q measures whether element requirements are compatible
with container characteristics (R3). A measures whether elements
are arranged in a structured manner (R4), T measures consistency
between the layout of input environment and the generated layout
for target environment (R5), and V is a measure of the visibility of
overall layout (R6). Our optimization seeks to maximize the overall
objective function of the sub-objectives as a weighted sum:

argmax
e,c

ws · S +wq ·Q +wu ·U +wa · A +wt ·T +wv ·V (2)

We empirically determined the weights to be ws = 0.25, wq =

0.0625,wu = 0.125,wa = 0.0625,wt = 0.25,wv = 0.25.

4.2.1 Semantic agreement (S). We aim to generate layouts that spa-
tially reflect the semantic associations between interface elements
and the physical environment. To achieve this, our approach places
virtual elements in close proximity with objects that share similar
associations (a+e ), while distancing elements from objects with asso-
ciations that should be avoided (a−e ). We first compute the semantic
anchoring a+ −

e, and avoidance ao e,o between a virtual element e and
an object o based on the object’s type to . To achieve this, we leverage
the WordNet lexical database [35]. Our current approach equates
the semantic similarity of two terms to the path similarity between
their synsets according to WordNet’s is-a (hypernym/hyponym)
taxonomy. For each element, we compute a+e,o ∈ [0, 1] as the maxi-
mum path similarity between any term in its anchoring semantic
associations a+e and object label to . a− ,e ],o ∈ [0 1 is computed as
the maximum path similarity between any term in its avoidance
semantic associations a−e and object label to .

To place elements e close to objects with strong semantic associ-
ations (i. e. high a+e,o value) and at a distance from objects it should
avoid (i. e. high a−e,o value), we define the sub-objective as

S =
1
Ne

ws+
e c

xe,c max
o

a+e,o

δ2c,o
−

ws−
∑
e

∑
c

xe,c max
o

(
a−e,o

δ2c,o

)]
(3)

[ ∑∑ ( )

Where δc,o denotes the distance between container c and object o,
and Ne denotes the overall number of virtual elements. The main
terms are weighted asws+ = 0.375 andws− = 0.625. The weights
were chosen to reflect a behaviour we observed in our formative
study, where in the office scenario, users prioritized ensuring no

elements were placed around the neighboring researcher over an-
choring elements to objects in the region with shared semantic
associations.

4.2.2 Utility (U). In the formative study, we made two key ob-
servations about how an element’s utility ue should influence its
placement . First, users regarded some spaces in the environment
as more useful than others for placing virtual elements. Second, a
space’s usefulness is partially dependent on its position relative to
the user. In the formative study, participants found multiple charac-
teristics "useful", including within reach, within sight, and directly
accessible. To encode this consideration into our model, we define
a spatial utility ucspa for each container c . Containers represent
different positions available for placement in an environment, and
hence have an associated utility. We define ucspa as

ucspa =
1
3

e−(δc−0.5)
2
+ (1 + e10·( |δcy |−0.5)

)−1 + ucdir (4)
[ ]

δcy denotes the container’s vertical distance from the user, and
ucdir is defined as

ucdir =


1 if c is in front of the user
0.5 if c is left or right of the user
0 if c is behind the user

(5)



The function defining ucspa assigns low utility values to containers
that are far away from the user or too close for elements to be legible,
and high utility values to closer containers. Furthermore, high
utility values are assigned to containers vertically situated around
eye-level, and decreasing utility values with increasing vertical
distance. Lastly, high utility values are assigned to containers in
front of the user, medium utility values to containers to the left or
right, and low utility values for spaces behind the user.

In addition to a container’s position, its utility is also determined
by whether it is close to an object with high anchoring utility uo .
We therefore define a combined utility value uc for each containers
c as

uc = ucspa +max
o

uo
δc,o

(6)
( )

The resulting utility term U is then define as combination of the
utility values of the virtual element and the container as

U =
1
Ne e c

xe,c wumax · ue · uc+

wueq ·
e−|ue−uc | − e−1.0

1 − e−1.0

)
(7)

∑∑ (

with the weights wu =max 0.6 and wu =eq 0.4. We designed this
term as a trade off to optimize for element placements that maximize
the overall utility and assigning elements to containers with similar
utility values (i. e. ue ≊ uc ). We introduce this trade-off because we
noticed that if the model only optimized for a maximum utility, it
would greedily assign all elements to containers with the highest
possible utility values uc , resulting in crowded, undesirable layouts.

4.2.3 Compatibility (Q). Compatibility specifies whether the place-
ment of a virtual element fulfills the requirement of users’ current
task in terms of visibility ve,vis , touch requirements ve,touch and
tolerance for background complexityve,bд . For visibility and touch,
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we determine if a potential container is compatible exploiting our
knowledge of the geometry of the environment. We compute the
visibility vc,vis of a container c as

vc,vis =
0 if c occluded
smoothStep

(
0.5, 1.0, arccos (ωc )

)
otherwise

(8)

{
ωc is computed as the angular difference between the user’s current
viewpoint and the element’s position. We chose this function so
v ◦ ◦
c,vis = 1 when ωe = 0 , and vc,vis = 0 when ωe = 60 , and
smoothly interpolated in between. This function can be adapted
based on the field of view of the employed hardware. We check for
occlusion by performing a raycast from the user’s point of view
to the container and intersecting the ray with the environment
geometry.

A containers touch capabilities vc,touch are calculated as

vc,touch = (1 + e10·(δc−1))−1 (9)

δc denotes the distance between the container c and the user. We
chose this function so vc,touch = 1 when the container is close
and decreases to 0 past a certain distance threshold, indicating it is
beyond the user’s reach.

To determine the background complexity vc,bд of a container,
our system first captures an image from the user’s point of view.
vc,bд is then compute as percentage of the image is occupied by
edges (identified with Canny edge detection), across all containers
in the environment.

The overall element-container compatibility is then computed
as

Q =
1
Ne e c

xe,c [ve,vis · vc,vis+

ve,touch · vc,touch +vc,bд · ve,bд] (10)

∑∑
This function rewards placements of elements with high visibility
requirements in highly visible containers, placements of elements
with high touch interaction requirements in containers with high
touch support, and punish placements of elements with low back-
ground complexity tolerance in containers with high background
complexity.

4.2.4 Appearance (A). We reward the structured placement of vir-
tual elements in rows (side-by-side) and columns (top-and-bottom).
We accomplish this by defining an additional variable that tracks
whether pairs of neighboring containers (denoted as cneiдhbor )
that are either side-by-side or to
occupied, denoted as

p-and-bottom are simultaneously

xstructc,cneiдhbor =
0 if e xe,c · e xe,cneiдhbor = 1
1 otherwise

(11)

{ ∑ ∑
We then define this sub-objective as

A =
1
Ne c,cneiдhbor

xstructc,cneiдhbor (12)
∑

4.2.5 Spatio-temporal consistency (T). We reward consistency be-
tween the layout in the input environment and the layout generated
for a target environment. Starting with an element’s user-centric
position in an input environment pe , we first compute a scaled
position p̂e to ensure that every element is contained in the target

environment. We then compute a distance between each container
c and p̂e , denoted as δe,c . This enables the formulation of the sub-
objective as

T = −
1
Ne

xe,cδe,c (13)
∑∑
e c

which aims to maintain consistency of each element’s position
relative to the user’s position.

4.2.6 Occlusion avoidance (V). Occlusion avoidance is handled as
part of the objective function instead of a hard constraint since
in less spacious environments, occlusions may be inevitable, and
should arguably be resolved by users. For each container c
perform a raycast to determine the set of containers cocc it could
potentially occlude if occupied by an interface element. We then
defined additional variables to track whether containers and their
occlusion are simultaneously occupied, calculated as

, we

xoccc,cocc =
0 if

∑
e xe,c ·

∑
e xe,cocc = 1

1 otherwise
(14)

{
The final sub-objective is defined as

V = −
1
Ne c,cocc

xoccc,cocc (15)
∑

4.3 Constraints
We introduce a set of constraints to avoid duplicate elements, inter-
element and element-environment intersections, and trivial solu-
tions (e. g. multiple elements assigned to one container). We avoid
element duplicates by enforcing.∑

c
xe,c ≤ 1,∀e (16)

While there might be exceptions depending on a user’s preference,
our formulation allows representing duplicate elements using an
additional variable with the same parameters (i. e. characteristics
and utility settings). Participants in the formative study, however,
did not express the desire for duplicate elements.

To prevent inter-element overlaps, we restrict the capacity of
our containers to at most one element as∑

e
xe,c ≤ 1,∀c (17)

As con
container
container
C2, this c

tainers are generated by recursively merging neighboring
s, we additionally have to prevent spatially intersecting
s from being simultaneously occupied. Let c1, c2 ∈ C, c1 ,
onstrained is formulated as

c1 ∩ c2 , ∅ =⇒
∑
e

xe,c1 +
∑
e

xe,c2 ≤ 1 (18)

To prevent element-environment intersections, which partici-
pants in the formative study indicated to be undesirable, we first
require elements to fit within their assigned containers in terms of
size, formulated as

se > sc =⇒ xe,c = 0 (19)

The final constraint ensures that the dimensionality of containers
and elements is similar, i. e. prevents the placement of 3D elements
in 2D containers as

de = 1 ∧ dc = 0 =⇒ xe,c = 0 (20)
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4.4 Incorporating user input
Our approach enables users to adjust the optimization results in
two ways. First, users can manually view and update semantic con-
nections between virtual elements and environment objects. Upon
generating a new layout, semantic connections are visualized using
a semi-transparent line (see Figure 1). Users can either "break" exist-
ing connections or define new ones via simple interactions. Second,
users can "freeze" a subset of the elements in their layout, when
they would prefer these elements to be placed in approximately
the same relative positions in the new environment. The selected
elements will not be considered in our optimization procedure. The
containers they occupy will be marked as unavailable to prevent
overlapping elements.

4.5 Implementation
We implement our model in Unity 2019. Gurobi 9.1 [22] through a
Python 3.8 interface was used to solve the integer program formu-
lated above. We enable the Unity application to access the optimiza-
tion functionality via a websocket. We define components in Unity
for adjusting the input parameters. We use the NLTK WordNet in-
terface [4] for the path similarity calculations and OpenCV [5] for
computing background complexity. We employ scanned environ-
ments presented in an Oculus Quest VR headset for evaluating our
approach rather than implementing the pipeline in a see-through
AR headset (e. g. Microsoft Hololens) or augmenting a VR headset
with a front-facing camera (e. g. as in Lindlbauer et al. [32]).

5 EVALUATION
We evaluated the performance of SemanticAdapt by comparing it
to a baseline adaptation method. The baseline method, which we
dubbed UserCentric, automatically scaled layouts to new environ-
ments without taking semantic connections or other sub-objectives
into account. We chose this baseline as it goes beyond naive man-
ual placement or adjustment. To avoid biasing participant towards
our approach, participants were simply instructed to "test two new
methods for MR layout adaptations". We asked participants to first
manually create an MR layout for a given scenario, similar to the
formative study in a randomly selected environment. Participants
then subsequently moved to four new environments. For each en-
vironment, the MR layouts were automatically adapted using Se-
manticAdapt or the baseline. Participants were tasked to evaluate
and adjust these layouts until they were satisfied. We compared
the generated layouts and the final adjusted layouts, and recorded
the number of interactions for manual adjustments to measure the
quality of automatic adaptation results. Furthermore, we collected
participants’ comments and subjective feedback on the generated
layouts in a think-aloud protocol and with questionnaires, respec-
tively. In summary, results show that the layout produced by Se-
manticAdapt reduced the number of manual adjustments by 33%
compared to the baseline, and participants perceived them to be
more suitable to the environment and reported higher willingness
to adopt the proposed approach.

5.1 Participants
We recruited 12 new participants from a local university (8 male,
4 female; age: M = 22.58, SD = 1.24). All participants reported

having used AR/VR devices before, ratedM = 4.50 (SD = 1.38) on
a scale from 1 (not at all familiar) to 7 (very familiar).

5.2 Design
We used a mixed factorial design with adaptation method as within-
subject independent variable (UserCentric and SemanticAdapt) and
scenario as between-subject independent variable (productivity and
leisure). The environments in which participants were asked to cre-
ate and adapt MR layouts were set as a control factor. Participants
performed the tasks in four environments, which were randomly
selected from a set of seven. The environments were selected to
represent typical usage scenarios. Each participant evaluated 2
adaptation method × 2 environments = 4 layouts in one of the scenar-
ios. As dependent variable, we measured the number of interactions
(i. e. manual adjustments of the layout) with the virtual interface
elements. Participants could move and rotate any interface element
as desired with standard interactions using VR controllers. We
additionally counted the number of elements that were at differ-
ent locations or orientations when comparing the automatically
adjusted layout and the layout after manual refinement for each
environment. This metric implicitly defines the number of mis-
placed virtual elements. As we applied a think-aloud protocol, we
decided against measuring time as performance indicator. To collect
qualitative metrics, we asked participants to rate their agreement
to four statements from the SUS questionnaire [6] and three addi-
tional statements tailored to the experiment (”I easily understood
the arrangement of the layout”; ”I thought the layout was suitable
in the physical environment”; ”I thought the layout was suitable
in the usage scenario”). SUS statements were rated on a five-point
Likert-like scale from 1 strongly disagree to 5 strongly agree, while
additional statements were rated on a similar seven-point scale.

5.2.1 Adaptation methods. We compared SemanticAdapt against a
baseline adaptationmethod (UserCentric).UserCentric placed virtual
interface elements in the same relative position to the user as their
previous placement. The overall layout was then scaled up or down
depending on the available space in the new environment relative
to the previous environment. The scaling was performed primarily
to ensure that elements would still be accessible within the new
environment. We chose this baseline as it adapts the MR layout in
a user-centric manner, but without taking semantic connections
between the virtual elements and physical objects into account.

As the input to SemanticAdapt, we defined the utility values
of the virtual elements based on common understanding of each
scenario. This is similar to when MR content creators would define
the usefulness of applications for individual tasks [32]. We allowed
participants to adjust these values before the experiment if they
had different expectations. All other parameters were kept constant
throughout the experiment.

5.2.2 Scenario & environments. We used the same usage scenarios
defined in the formative study, leisure and productivity. We updated
the virtual interface elements to increase the variety of applications.
For the productivity scenario, participants were given the following
virtual elements: PDF reader, search engine, data viewer, calendar,
time and weather widgets, messenger, music streaming application,
word processor, and to-do list application. For the leisure scenario,
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Figure 7: Summary of evaluation results. (a) Number of interactions formanual adjustments. Error bars represent the standard
errors. (b) Number of misplaced virtual interface elements. Error bars represent the standard errors. (c) Subjective scores for
additional statements tailed to the experiment. (d) Subjective scores for statements from SUS questionnaire.

participants were given a messaging application, time and weather
widgets, news reader, photo sharing application, video streaming
application, calendar, health tracker, and icon menu. We employed
seven different environments in our evaluation. In addition to the
four of the formative study, we included a different bedroom, in a
small 2 − 4 seat meeting room, in a large conference room. We did
not restrict any environment to a particular scenario.

5.3 Apparatus
We used the same apparatus as in the formative study. We sim-
ulated the physical environment using a 3D scanned room and
conduct the experiment entirely in VR. The experimental platform
was implemented in Unity 2019 and deployed on an Oculus Quest.
Participants performed the experiment in a seated position. The
experiment was conducted in a quiet room, monitored by the ex-
perimenter.

5.4 Procedure
After completing a demographics questionnaire, participants were
placed in a tutorial scene to learn the platform controls. Participants
then manually created an MR layout in one environment, where
all virtual interface elements were placed randomly aside them. Af-
terwards, they were provided with an adapted MR layout in a new
environment, as generated by one of the adaption methods. Par-
ticipants then refined the layout until they were satisfied, i. e. they
felt it be useful for the scenario. The adaptation task was repeated
for a total of four environments with counterbalanced choice of
adaptation method. The study concluded with a questionnaire and
a semi-structured interview, typically lasting 30 minutes.

5.4.1 Data collection. All sessions were video recorded using Side-
Quest. Data was collected via logging events in Unity. We counted
the number of interactions to adjust the virtual elements manually
by reviewing the video footage. This was done since we noticed
the existence of a small number unintentional adjustments (e. g.
moving a element by accident), which were ignored.

5.5 Results
We performed a series of mixed ANOVAs on number of interactions
and number of misplaced virtual interface elements, with scenario

being the between-subject variable, adaptation methods and en-
vironment being the within-subject variables. Subjective scores
were analysed using a series of Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. We
performed our data analyses using SPSS Statistics 27.

5.5.1 Quantitative results. Results from the mixed ANOVAs
showed a main effect for adaptation methods on the number of
interactions for adjustments (F1,10 = 7.28, p < 0.05), and the num-
ber of misplaced virtual interface elements (F1,10 = 11.83, p < 0.01),
summarized in Figure 7. On average, SemanticAdapt required the
participants to adjust 4.79 elements (SD = 0.54) with 6.58 interac-
tions (SD = 1.07), while UserCentric required to adjust 7.63 elements
(SD = 0.73) with 9.88 interactions (SD = 1.44). The results indicated
that the layouts generated by SemanticAdapt were closer to the
optimal layouts in participants’ mind than those generated by User-
Centric. Thus, participants needed to take fewer adjustments tomeet
their satisfaction. In two occasions, two participants decided to not
adjust any element from the layout generated by SemanticAdapt. No
significant interaction effects between the between-subject variable
scenario and within-subject variables was found. Environment did
not not have a statistically significant influence on the dependent
variables.

5.5.2 Qualitative Results. A series of Wilcoxon signed-rank tests
on the questionnaire data revealed that the layouts generated by
SemanticAdapt (M = 5.67, SD = 0.78) were perceived to be more
suitable to the environment compared to those generated by User-
Centric (M = 4.00, SD = 1.60), Z = -2.39, p = 0.02; participants were
more willing to frequently use SemanticAdapt (M = 3.92, SD = 0.79)
than UserCentric (M = 3.08, SD = 1.08), Z = -2.00, p < 0.05. No other
questions yielded significantly different results between the two
methods. From the comments, it seems participants preferred Se-
manticAdapt. Several participants were particularly appreciative
of the consideration of semantic associations between virtual ele-
ments and the physical environment. P5 remarked that, “I believe
AR should really enhance reality. Since I should be used to the
placement of different physical things in my environment, it makes
sense to place applications next to what they are related to."

Some comments on the semantic connections revealed a ten-
sion between adjustments and spatial memory. As noted by one
participant, "for elements that I expect to use often, I would prefer
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Figure 8: Manually created and automatically adapted interface layouts for the application scenarios detailed in Section 6:
(1) conducting research, (2) browsing social media, (3) travel planning. The purple lines in the diagram indicate semantic
connections.

them fixed in the same place regardless of what is in the envi-
ronment" (P1). P3 attributed this preference to the fact that they
placed elements in a way that "reflects [their] usage habits" rather
than considering the environment. The consideration of seman-
tic connections therefore might be more effective when applied
to elements selectively. Specifically, elements with high utility for
a task should be available in a highly predictable manner. These
comments make us believe that the choice of connection should
ultimately be strongly influenced by users’ preference. Participants
further commented on the specific semantic connections. P4, for
example, mentioned that “although semantically placing the time
widget next to the clock makes sense, considering how it will be
used, it might not be appropriate. The clock is placed where it is for
it to be visible to everyone in the office. As the time widget is for
my personal use, it should be placed in a more private, accessible
location." This interesting observation hints at the fact that users
strongly consider privacy and visibility for others, even though
virtual elements were only visible to them. Our approach can ac-
commodate for such preferences by considering historic data more
strongly, and introducing additional weights for public and private
areas in an environment.

6 APPLICATION SCENARIOS
To illustrate the applicability of SemanticAdapt, we demonstrate
several example scenarios, shown in Figure 8. Those involve dif-
ferent sets of virtual interface elements and take place in different
physical environments. The initial layouts (Fig. 8, left) were gener-
ated manually, and adapted for the new environments (Fig. 8, right)
by our proposed approach.

6.1 Portable MR office
We use SemanticAdapt to create a portable MR office. The appli-
cations are initially laid out to fit a typical desk worker scenario
(Fig. 8, (1) left), and include applications like a PDF reader, search
engine, and word processor. All virtual interface elements surround
the monitor, which serves as primary anchor. The layout is opti-
mized for a individual seated workplace. The portable MR office
is then moved to a meeting room (Fig. 8, (1) right), and the layout
automatically adapted to the new environment. In the new layout,
three virtual interface elements were particularly influenced by
the semantic associations in the environment. The PDF document
(semantic terms: book, reading, publication) is placed next to the
notebook. Similarly, the word processor (report, paper, document) is
placed close to pile of loose sheets of paper. The music streaming
application (music, sound, speaker) was initially placed in the top
right corner of the layout. In the new layout, our algorithm shifted
the element to table-height next to a pair of headphones.

6.2 Browsing social media
We created a MR layout for casually browsing social media con-
tents, including three news and social media related windows and
a central chat applications. Furthermore, the layout contains three
icons to access additional applications, a calendar and a weather
application, all placed in the user’s periphery. The initial layout was
created manually in a bedroom (Fig. 8, (2) left), and then moved and
adapted automatically for a new environment, i. e. a coffee shop
(Fig. 8, (2) right). In the new environment, the three main windows
and the chat application remained centrally located due to their
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high utility value. The peripheral applications were shifted automat-
ically to the side due to spatial restrictions, i. e. the space directly in
front of the user was occupied by the table and other applications.
In this scenario, the environment does not offer many physical an-
chors beside the primary location (table). Therefore, our approach
becomes similar to geometry-aware adaptation approaches, focus-
ing on spatial constraints and task relevance of virtual interface
elements.

6.3 Travel planning
We created a MR layout suitable for travel planning, manually
created for the dining room (Fig. 8, (3) left). The layout contains
several relevant applications such as a browser with hotel booking
website (semantic terms: sleep, bed, booking), a travel website on
botanical gardens (leaf, plant, nature), a travel blog on cafes (coffee,
espresso, seat) and an image browser (food, snack, refrigerator). Note
that the semantic terms were defined on a content rather than
an application level, which could be integrated automatically by
parsing websites and images. The layout is then moved and adapted
for the kitchen (Fig. 8, (3) right). As a result, there was significant
shared semantic associations between the virtual interface elements
and the kitchen appliances. The garden website was, for instance,
anchored to a plant. The blog post about a coffee shop was anchored
to a coffee machine. The images anchored to either the physical
refrigerator or the snack container on the kitchen island table.
The placement of applications becomes highly coupled with the
semantic context, thuswe believe highlymemorable and predictable
after brief usage periods.

7 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we contributed an optimization-based approach to
assist users in adapting MR layouts to new environments. We con-
ducted a formative study in which users were asked to manually
create MR layouts for multiple environments and scenarios. We
found that users first perform a spatial segmentation of the envi-
ronment, and then place virtual interface elements based on factors
such as semantic mapping, utility and relevance, and several layout
considerations. Based on those findings, we present SemanticAdapt,
which automatically finds the optimal placement of virtual interface
elements, based on semantic associations between virtual interface
elements and physical objects, users’ current task and environ-
ment, as well as prior layouts. We evaluated the performance of
SemanticAdapt in comparison to a baseline adaptation method.
Results indicate that the proposed approach decreases the number
of manual interactions by 33 %, and was preferred in subjective
ratings.

7.1 Reference frame: user-centered vs.
world-anchored

We focus on the adaptation of world-anchored MR layouts, where
virtual interface elements are embedded into the physical environ-
ment. In the formative study, however, several users arranged some
of elements with a user-centered strategy: elements placements did
not consider the environment, but only users themselves. This strat-
egy is in line with prior research on MR placement (e. g. [12, 32]),

and would be an interesting addition to our approach. In the sim-
plest version, our approach could be expanded to enable users to
”freeze” parts of the layout relatively to themselves in different en-
vironments, while arrange the other elements with respect to the
environment.

7.2 "Depth" of semantic associations:
application vs. content

Currently, we primarily determine the semantic associations be-
tween virtual interface elements and physical objects at an appli-
cation level. The semantic associations are based on the applica-
tion that the virtual interface element belongs to. For instance, in
productivity scenario, the PDF reader had the following semantic
associations: {reading, concentration, book shelf, magazine, article,
news, publication, paper, information} . Those associations, how-
ever, could also be defined based on the content that the application
displays. In the same example, since the PDF reader shows a paper
on mixed reality, the semantic associations could equally be: {aug-
mented reality, virtual reality, computer, technology, future, head
mounted display}. We started explored this with the travel planning
application. We plan on exploring the appropriate depth of seman-
tic associations and methods of combining the use of associations
at different levels in the future.

7.3 Model improvement: adaptation and
personalization

In the evaluation, we observed several behaviours that indicate a
potential need for adaptive models. Since we assumed the utilities
of virtual interface elements to be determined by the scenario, we
kept these values fixed across different environments. We found,
however, that some environments also play a role in the utilities
of the elements. In an occupied meeting room, for example, one
participant avoided using the messenger element, i. e. assigned a
lower perceived utility. This did not change even after we explained
that the application would not be seen by others. The observation
makes us believe that adjusting the model parameters, including
utilities of elements, according to the environments has the poten-
tial to improve the predictive performance of our approach. The
results from the experiments furthermore indicate that the optimal
layout differs between users. This is expected, as users mentally
assigned different weights to the importance of semantic associ-
ations compared to layout consistency and efficiency; and favor
different subsets of the semantic associations. This hints at the im-
portance of providing multiple alternative layout options for users
to choose from, and personalizing the model iteratively based on
their adjustments in different environments. While our approach
takes previous layouts into account, we plan to explore even more
personalized models.

7.4 Limitations and Future Work
While our evaluation generally indicates that semantic associa-
tions merit consideration in adapting MR layouts, we acknowledge
there are contexts where its importance is decreased. The contexts
include when the conflicting factors dominate the decision, or se-
mantic associations are not adequate or lead to confusion. Identified
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conflicts include those with layout stability and predictability, in-
teraction requirements, and personal preference. In environments
where either multiple anchors share semantic associations or strong
semantic associations are almost entirely lacking, this may lead to
placements in undesirable locations. Future work exploring con-
textually weighting semantic associations amongst other factors
of MR interface adaptation and evaluating individual contributing
factors may reveal interesting insights.

In the current implementation, we require several input variables
describing the environment to be manually extracted, specifically
the physical objects and potential element containers in the en-
vironment. We believe that future versions of our approach will
be complemented and replaced by techniques that can extract this
information automatically, such as Mask R-CNN [23] for semantic
segmentation. We could furthermore leverage recordings (e. g. in
OptiSpace [14] or HeatSpace [15]) of users’ behaviour automatically
determine the utility values of specific spatial areas. The current
approach is designed to be modular, allowing more accurate fu-
ture models to be flexibly integrated. We plan to further explore
the directions of supporting annotations of environments for the
purposes of MR interface adaptation and developing automated
techniques for doing so.

Our formulation of MR interface adaptation as a single global
optimization was in part motivated by considerations of extensi-
bility. In contrast to a multi-stage optimization approach, a global
optimization formulation arguably enables more flexible traversals
of the search space and straightforward ways to add and adjust
sub-objectives. We plan to perform a direct comparison between
the two optimization approaches to pinpoint the benefits and limita-
tions of their designs. We believe our open sourced implementation
will also support the community in exploring this perspective.

Last, our model currently only considers two strategies for se-
mantic mapping: avoid and anchor. In the formative study, multiple
participants mentioned replication as a third strategy. We decided
against including this in our current approach because without
the presence of a real anchor (i. e. the lack of data), locations to
replicate the physical object are very challenging to predict. Users
can, however, manually position elements to fulfill this need. In
the evaluation, participants did not request this feature. We believe
that this challenge could be addressed by further exploring users’
expectation about the appropriate locations for replication in the
future.

8 CONCLUSION
We present SemanticAdapt, an optimization-based approach to
adapt MR layouts between different environments. Our approach
alleviates the need for repeated manual adjustments in different
environments by automatically deciding the placement of virtual in-
terface elements. We see the strength in our approach in specifically
supporting users in setting up their interfaces within new environ-
ments. The key consideration of SemanticAdapt is to exploit the
semantic associations between the virtual interface elements and
the physical objects. Maintaining these associations helps achieve
semantic consistency of the layout across different environments.
SemanticAdapt furthermore considers the utility of elements for
users’ current task, layout factors, and spatio-temporal consistency

to previous environments. All those factors are combined in a single
linear program, which is used to adapt the layout of MR layouts in
real time. Our evaluation show that SemanticAdapt decreased the
number of manual interface adaptations by 33% and was preferred
by users. We believe our approach is a step towards tightly and
automatically integrating MR layouts into users’ physical environ-
ment, which we believe is a key factor for creating beneficial and
unobtrusive MR interfaces.
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